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reshade has its own shading language based on hlsl. using it a programmer can create very complex shaders quickly, and since reshade has its own compiler, these shaders can be compiled into native d3d 9 code. this allows reshade to create very specialized shaders, with special structures and rendering orders. if desired,
they can be compiled to hardware shaders of the directx 12 based graphics api, but that is not as yet fully supported. directx 11 also uses directx 12 graphics api but its support for it is less than perfect. reshade currently also supports two renderstates, one for the usual scene and one for the shadow map. using the same
shader source, custom renderstates are supported as well. another nice feature is that in reshade for windows 7 it supports directwrite for use with reshade shaders. reshade implements a unique multi-step rendering framework, and also has support for custom input devices. its rendering architecture and api are such that

it can be used as a post-processing effects engine just like cryengine, by using a reshade_fx.exe instead of a reshadefx.dll. the input ports of a reshade application form the input system of the reshade_fx.exe application. in this way, the reshade application can provide input for the reshade_fx.exe rendering surface. the
iraqi insurgency began shortly after the u.s.-led invasion of iraq in 2003 and there are still more than 10,000 iraqi nationals currently serving prison terms in the u. for a variety of offenses including murder, kidnap, and torture. according to the christian science monitor, these sentences have increased in recent years and

“(s)pending approval of a new bill before the u. senate, (the) justice and detention system is at a near-breaking point.”
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we agree on some of these business ethics, but then we go about doing things in an unethically way. it should be noted that the only person who can live in the future, and can provide a solution to today’s problems, is you. this is the responsibility of all, and not only one, who is involved in the business or project. you, the
entrepreneur, need to know this more than anyone and everyone else. as a result of unethical behavior in business, some people even experience criticism. however, the bad attitude of some people and the lack of knowledge about social responsiblity are two issues which, when duly addressed in the right way, will make

you earn respect in the marketplace and the society of which you are a part. hence, if you want to become a successful entrepreneur in the business or project, you have to know what you, as an entrepreneur, are up against. you need to understand both the human brain and its behavior. one of the most difficult aspects of
the human brain is that its source of thoughts, behaviors, and emotions are always changing. even after someone, no matter how old they are, thinks about a particular thing, they may never think about that thing the same way again. hence, their thoughts change over time. there is an old saying which goes, “ask a person

about anything and they will tell you the answer that comes to their mind at that moment. the minute they leave the room, their brain may make up a completely different answer.” it may also be that the brain of the particular person making a decision may change their mind several times during the decision making
process. it may also be that they start thinking about the subject from a completely different perspective by the time the decision is over. however, unless they are taking the time to think about these things, they will never be able to come up with the right answers for the right reasons and within the right time.
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